NASSER AND THE COMMUNISTS
FIGHT TO CONTROL IRAQ

As Russian tanks, arms, and now "repatriated Kurds" pour into Iraq, the Middle East is poised for a new round of competition. The first place in the list of the world's "trouble spots." Russia and America are the chief contenders for world domination in Iraq as well as in Berlin, but the new element in the Middle East situation is the relationship between Nasser and the Communists.

Israel failed to anticipate the momentum of Russian arms and "repatriated Kurds." The very possibility of Communist existing in Iraq was deemed impossible. In Britain and in America, some did see the rise of Communism in Iraq but nevertheless urged the extension of the power to organize the Arab world into a war against Israel. Indeed, the very possibility of Communist existing in Iraq was deemed impossible. In Britain and in America, some did see the rise of Communism in Iraq but nevertheless urged the extension of the power to organize the Arab world into a war against Israel. Indeed, the very possibility of Communist existing in Iraq was deemed impossible.

The papers reported recently, that Ford and G.M. have decided to bring production standards up to that of Chrysler. That seemed strange at first because in the past Chrysler has always said we need to follow Ford and G.M. As I understand it these other two companies do not have as much Automation in their plants as Chrysler. That seemed strange at first because in the past Chrysler has always said we need to follow Ford and G.M.
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BURTON MINE EXPLOSION

Morgantown, W. Va.—No more than 100 of the 14 men were in the coal operators and their—To hell with the men, save the coal!" was declared as true as revealed in the report of the Burton mine explosion was released by Governor Craigville, W. Va., which claimed:

SECTION KNOWN BAD

The investigation revealed that the explosion was a breathing of tuberculosis-ers head lamps; the damp-environment which encases faces every day, hour and press, radio and TV are state police, national guard, the mine owners, governor, the miners are using viol-
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San Diego—Mr. Reuther has arranged with a local auto plant for the last year or two to be called home this week. He went back to work 10 hours a day and then went back to his continuous speed-up and it is nearly killing him. He lost 18 pounds in the last 2 days and comes home so tired he can't even speak. He is asked to sign autographs.

They make 51 cars an hour and 1,000 men do that last year when they made $5. He is expected to come to this, and then the workers will be given a pay raise. They are working and keep up with the men who started on the job. He has a trade or work, and 51 to 60 hours a week are slowly sped up to 51.

MAN OR SUPERMAN?

I understand that when a race car worker gets home the front wheel of the car has been turned around to give him back to his former speed. But my husband is a man and doesn't get such consideration.

What kind of a life is that, when a man spends a whole year out of work and then is called to work and come home to death? What kind of work is it when some men work one while others are still unemployed?

Auto Worker's Wife

I am a housewife and the mother of four children. My husband has worked in the auto industry about 16 months now so his unemployment benefits run out about 10 hours a week, and he plans to do a little sight seeing and maybe work on weekends. In any case, we have to go back to the states if we want to live. He promised there might still see 3 million unemployed. This prospect causes me a considerable amount of anxiety.

The Working Day
By Angela Terrano

$21 PAY FOR 68 HOURS WORK

Watching the TV news report 2 weeks ago one might have gotten the impression that the Senators of the Mc- Clellan Committee investigating the auto industry, the 'labor and management' were extremely sympathetic to the car workers in this town and around Detroit. I believe that their sympathy was shown by the people who have to work 60-70 hours a week for the salary of $25 a week. I am sure they have no idea what it is to see people, living, investigating committee or not. The ostentatious nature of the car washes in Detroit, such as the one that the senators visited, is getting to do more anti-labor laws passes. If these people are so interested in doing that they might still see 3 million unemployed.

"68 HOURS" A WEEK

One Detroit owner of a car wash had the nerve to say that his men have to work 70 hours a week so of course they make only $21 a week, besides that it is so hot they have to keep any tips. When asked how many hours do they have to put in for this grand salaiy, he said they will give me an opportunity to work. There must be something basically wrong with things as they are, if a person who is willing to learn and to work and wants to do something worthwhile for steel is constantly frustrated in these desires.

TENSIONS, FEAR, FRUSTRA.TION.

It seems to me that our lives are being ruined and wasted, being made meaningless by just such frustrations and restrictions as these, and by such tensions and fears as are being caused by the Administration to bolster our economy and keep us from acting to better our conditions of work, thereby bolstering our economy and keep us from acting to better our conditions of work, thereby bolstering our economy. They do not think that we are really able to understand our wants and will keep me from knowing how anybody expects me to be come a "top grade highly skilled man" when none of the West side of Detroit said, "At an unemployed meeting held at Local 600 Emil Maxey said there would be 10 to 15 thousand unemployed workers at Washington and he said, "We are, as a group, going to have some shows.' He knew then how many they were really able to do the work and the guys will tell you anything they think you want to hear." A woman from Flint said they had been asking the bosses and other local what was accomplished. She didn't know what she wanted and didn't get a lot more.

Still another delegate from Chicago, said, "They told us they were going to help us get back to work, and that is what I really expected. Whatever it was this wasn't it."
BUREAUCRATS AND THE UNEMPLOYED ARMY

The unemployment conference held April 8 in Washington, D.C., by the American Federation of Labor, was characterized by an unmistakable clarity. The first is the complete fear the labor bureaucracy has of the rank-and-file unemployed workers. The second is that for the first time the labor bureaucracy has on the unemployment situation. The third is the acceptance by the labor bureaucracy that permanent mass unemployment will continue to be a feature of American economic life.

Not one unemployed worker was permitted to speak. Every speech was written by employed and fat-salaried labor bureaucrat or politician.

Meany dared to say that under the best conditions he could foresee, three million would still be permanently unemployed. No wonder he was seconded by the so-called Secretary of Labor, James Mitchell, who used his characteristic efficiency to perpetrate a picture of a "healthy employment" picture. Where does the labor bureaucracy expect to impress the unemployed? If the working class is not on the field day against the do-nothing policies of Ike and the Administration concerning unemployment. This same Meany has been in the forefront in negotiating away rights of workers and has never faced the issues of Automation leading to the present mass unemployment.

The fear the labor bureaucracy has of the powerful emotions and forces which would have erupted from the impassioned demands of the long unemployed compelled them to rig the conference just to look like a "success." Where now?

The attempt to mislead the unemployed does not rest with the Ike-s, Johnsons, Mitchells, Meany's or Reuthers. All of these, without exception, prefer to labor and hope to get away with it. They have not regarded workers as a crisis. They have not regarded the payment of unemployment, or war.

The workers, and they alone, can provide the answer to this question. They must rid themselves of this labor bureaucratic image of Automation and begin to perceive that Automation is a capitalist economy based on profits from the unpaid labor of workers and promising nothing but permanent mass unemployment, or war.

The answer requires the complete reorganization of society in which workers will control production. There is no other way out of the crisis.

THE THIEVES' KITCHEN

May 11th is the date set for the National Ministries' Conference which will arrange for a summit conference that will lay the foundations for the resumption of Automation.

The initiative for the conference certainly belongs to Khurshteve. It is held underground the threat of nuclear destruction. It is held because the pressure of the Adenauer—Ludwig Erhard is calling for "open-mindedness and flexibility" seems to point to: a fundamental change in the system most concerned over any blockade of Berlin by East Germany.

But therein lies the rub. "Open mindedness and flexibility" in Automation and its sister industries is exactly why both the eager Khurshteve and the not-so-eager Eisenhower mixed their speeches favoring a conference with threats of war.

The division of Germany into "East" and "West" resulted from the fact that the then new contenders for world power went to war. The "limited war" like Korea only ended when it began the bloodshed—with two Koreas. A conference can not do less. It certainly can do no more. But it is a good get-together for the world's masters to size each other up in a sort of thieves' kitchen. And meanwhile the people of the world hold their breath.

Readers

LEADERS & RANKS

Reuther is a smooth operator. He can talk and make it sound so good you almost believe him, unless you know him from experience. A lot of your rank and file workers when he first started preaching that Automation was on the way and it was un-American to be against progress. They are now in the same boat as the people who went to the war in the peace time. We are going to have some fine mess this country will be in if Automation is not stopped now.

Unemployed Auto Worker Detroit

The most you could say about the March on Washington was that we were a sitting c. of about 7,000 from all over. We sat all right—and listened to 6 and a half hours of political speeches. The only time we got up was before it began, when delegates from all over got to mingle a little and talk to each other.

Delegate Detroit

Reuther signed the contract, not Ike. What good does it do for Reuther to and his brothers against them straighten out a contract that he messed up. We thought we were treating our workers in Detroit, Washington, we should have marched to Solidarity House.

Disgusted Detroit

Meany was so dull and Mitchell so reactionary when they spoke, that Reuther picked himself a role and put them on the platform. He had to sound good by contrast to the unemployed spoke for himself. But I'm still wondering how they managed to rig it so an official from the International Ladies' Garment Workers spoke for the Pennsylvania unemployed miners.

Delegate Detroit

Reuther is a smooth talker, but I've never seen anybody yet that could out-talk words. They just don't dig too well.

Long Unemployed Detroit

If the conference was just to let Washington know that people are unemployed, I think there is much to be read about that in the papers.

One of the Unemployed Detroit

Sure, it's no disgrace to be poor. But it's mighty unhappy.

Unemployed Auto Worker Detroit

Warmest greetings given him by Senator McClellan (D. Ark.), head of the labor investigating committee.

McClellan told Scholle at a meeting of the committee hearing in Washington, "I think I can safely say that for a preliminary hearing that if all union leaders with the character and quality that you have displayed here in your testimony have to say they will be very little need, if any, for the work of this committee in 1955.

It seems that the stamp of approval has thus been placed on Reuther's boy, Scholle, a thoroughly unholy combination of Communists, Trotskyists and Reactionary Southern Labor Columnist Detroit

MISISSIPPI, U.S.A.

When I heard the news broadcast about this latest lynching it hit me like a declaration of war would have. Then the next day in the papers I saw a little box with "statistics" that said until that day there had been only three lynchings since the Till murder in 1955. And yes, it was a great thing! I just couldn't help thinking of the blaring headlines the papers carried a few days before about the "fiend"—an escapee from the chain gang who murdered a little boy here. But the lynchers are not going to disappear. I am sure they can calmly print boxed "statistics" about them.

White Reader Detroit

The papers say the lynching overpowered the police and got away that way, but that was just another trick. I don't believe anybody could overpower those police down there. They were all out for a lynching.

Negr Worker Detroit

The whites down South think they can do it every once in a while they'll be able to keep the colored people under hand. But that's not the way it works in Montgomery, Alabama. The white boy's sister there last year they were trying to scare people away by patrolling the store and walking into the stores. The colored people just laughed. The white boy's sister said then that we should go to Mississippi and help them change things there, too. I would say it's about time.

Negro Woman Detroit
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When Emmett Till was murdered in Mississippi three years ago there were all sorts of rumors why the FBI couldn't enter the case. But the minute this lynching was over the FBI had a team of agents ready to begin the machinery of the future. With automation moving as fast as it is, there are no longer 5 years, the students at the "Big Three" training schools in Seattle, Portland, and Little Rock, Arkansas and plenty more warning from the Negro people that they are on the move.

THE NEGRO STRUGGLE

When I was on my way to the Army Reserve camp recruit center for a guy to pick up down south, and I decided to go to the bar and have a drink for a drink while we wait.

The bartender walked into the back when we came in, and we didn't come back until we finally started out. As soon as we walked back in again, he ducked into the back, again, too. He couldn't even buy a drink. We were there that way, and we just kept going out and coming in again until the man came to pick us up. It's too bad we couldn't have done anything to him.

What I would like to know is why white people don't say anything about the black seen that man before. I had never done anything to me.

Can you explain it? Can anybody explain that to me?

NEGRO VETERAN

I wonder how many realize what is happening with the Negro in regards to society. I have never seen the fact that no Negroes are being trained by the "Big Three" training schools. Even though America was more advanced than Russia in standards of living, and the many more gadgets, that wasn't enough. He said that they had to have more Negroes, and had to have a feeling of freedom, during the recession he went on.

When times are good they talk of human beings and their needs. When times are bad they talk about killing.

HOUSEWIFE

With all the available fertile land in the United States, some 60 people are left to defend themselves "the 59ers" have given up everything to the strikers. Another farmer plundered for fines for growing meat. Faced to his chickens has sold his 100 acre farm to migrate to Australia.

The "59ers" face toiled hardships, despondency, and a brutal climate. With a limited market for their product in preference to life, nothing is wrong with a society that drives these people to do such things.

DISCRIMINATION

Discrimination takes many forms. Most Negroes feel that all one way or another. For example, the police have a higher procedure with Negroes they pick up, for anything at all. They arrest him, book him, and then offer him a job. If there is no evidence against him, he is taken back to look for a job, that arrest is on his record.

These are a sort of things that are needed in the NAACP offers no solution to. Even in Detroit, largest branch of the NAACP, nothing is done about the situations that exist.

OLD HAND

I've heard it said that the "common man" doesn't have prejudice like the others. But my experience shows the other way around. I work with two different groups. In competition to "formal" social contacts, raise, etc., and not in competition with the Negro. He is a "common man," same age and background, but this is a great deal of prejudice with the Negro people.

I don't know just where it comes from, but I feel prejudice in our society is there on all levels.

INTERESTED

I have heard one person say she liked her work and that was an "enjoyment." She is a skilled worker, the other type of work, as "production or manual labor does not say, he looks for something in the job that is the kind of work he wants to be doing.

EMPLOYED

I have finally waded through the 7 hour speech that Khrushchev talked on January 28th to the 21st Congress of the Russian Communist Party. Even if you give your captive audience a break for lunch, 7 hours is a long time. If you walk in through the windows, the obsequious First Secretary of the Communist Party takes time out to laugh and call to the attention of the massed audience in the "old land" that will in 1970—specifies Khrushchev—overtake America in industrial production and standard of living of the masses of the people. This is a new phenomenon. Without making any references to the Chinese "Communes," he pontificates on the fact that "the socialist stage cannot be skipped. It means communism when the economic conditions have not yet been created would harm the cause of Communism." Having theoretically thus placed Chinese Communist Party in its place, Khrushchev becomes the practical man and condemns those who dare to say there is any disagreement between the Russian and Chinese Communist Parties: "We have no disagreement with this Party nor could we have any disagreement."

From the third point that "they can never find a clue," they conclude that they condemn the N.A.A.C.P. to be "different." The records are so sorry and had no information machinery complete.

I wonder how many.

LIFE & LABOR

In the U.S.A.
YOUTH THINKING IT OUT

By Robert Ellery

This issue I am turning my column over to a young participant in the Washington Youth March for Integration.

YOUNG D.C. MARCHER BLASTS LEADERS

About 30,000 youth, Negro and white, between the ages of 18 and 26, assembled in Washington, D.C., on Saturday, April 18, in a Youth March for Integrated Schools. These Youth Marchers came from the East, Midwest, and South.

We, in the Detroit delegation which numbered 74—all of us were female—the rest were mostly high school youth—boarded on South Grand Boulevard at 1 p.m., April 17, and arrived at the capital around noon the next day. When we arrived, on the day of the March, last minute instructions were given about the buses, and so on.

Then everybody went through the usual routine of setting up campsite and then met up at the Mall, between the Civil War Memorial and the Lincoln Memorial, to get ready to march.

SOUTHERN TEXTILES WORKERS

People from each state were chosen at that time to carry petitions to Congress to integrate public schools. About 50,000 people signed these petitions, and the 50 of us, the elites, that petitions with another half-million signatures still have to be turned in.

The 30,000 of us started out for the Lincoln Memorial where we heard speeches from the old guard: Debs, Diggs, A. Philip Randolph, Julius Robinson, Harry Belafonte, and Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. The hand-picked delegation of four young people, who were supposed to go with Randolph to see the Peace Monument, were also on the speakers' platform—more or less for window-dressing.

HYPOCRITICAL TALK

All of the speakers said pretty much the same thing, and the most critical that even the dumbest person could detect.

They said how glad they were to see the turnout, and how proud they were of the youth of America who have such concern and feeling for their fellow-man. And that's all they gave a young person.

They were right about our concern and feeling for our fellow man. But we have tried to do something about it on our own, I don't think they should have said "so proud." They'd probably leave us to our juvenile delinquents for not doing it their way.

As one of the guys I was talking to in Detroit said, "If the H-bomb blast were a much bigger better one, maybe it would be a much better way to get them to stop. If I had a little more money, I'd buy some land and try to do something about it." I think our generation needs to feel the same way.

The petition bearers got to the speechmaking a little late because they followed the other marchers. By the way, they didn't go to Congress with our petitions. They decided to go to the speaking platform and hand them to A. Philip Randolph, who supposedly would handle them from then on. Then they went back into the audience. "TOO BUSY" TO SEE US

One of the four hand-picked delegates was a letter from President Eisenhower's aide who said, "How sorry we was that he couldn't greet us personally because he had another engagement." At that point, I, and others around me, got pretty disgust ed with the whole thing. Although many of us felt that way, it was nothing like that did happen.

Even though this was such an important delegation, just the fact that about 30,000 high school and college students were fed with enough with this prejudiced society and had enough money to come and participate in something like this—proved to me that enough is said in this country that the American youth are not just "rebels without a cause." REBELS WITH A CAUSE

Just the contrary, we are rebels with a cause—that is, we are rebels against the society which the greedy machines are imposing on the world.

We all will be living in this generation, just the fact that about 30,000 high school and college students are armed for fight with this prejudiced society—and had enough money and leisure to come and participate in something like this—proves to me that enough is said in this country that the American youth are not just "rebels without a cause." H-BOMBS & SURVIVAL

Los Angeles—Recently I heard a talk by Dr. Linus Pauling, the Nobel prize winning chemist. He talked about H-bombs and survival. He said that the Geneva Conference on Nuclear Disarmament was one of the most important conferences in the world today. He is a member of the Peace Union.

Dr. Pauling then talked about the effects of H-bombs and survival. He said that a big bomb tested so far 15,000 people will die from cancer. He also said that 20 or 30 years ago no one had Strontium-90 in him, while now the whole world has Strontium-90 in him. Strontium-90 is a new chemical element, liberated by the H-bombs, which carries radioactive material to bone marrow and in time produces cancer.

1 PE PERSON

Dr. Pauling also talked about the number of H-bombs it would take to go out of business. He stated that each bomb costs about $100,000.00. Also, he stated that by the late 1960's we could wipe out 10,000,000 people. That is approximately 1 per person.

Life is certainly cheap but I doubt whether the Geneva Conference on Nuclear Disarmament will increase its value.

COLEGES STIFLE SPIRIT OF INQUIRY

Los Angeles—One thing I've always wondered about is whether or not American colleges are educating the American's future scientists and technologists — to see that they are not creating another type of the peculiar work of shooting missiles into the radio ac tos of an atomized atmosphere. This is an event which I, in my naivete, would not think until about one of the more liberal professors had nerve enough to admit it in a lecture.

Unorthodox opinions, let alone radical opinions, outside the status quo, are not exactly stimulated by such an atmosphere. Horrid words such as "Anarchism," "Socialism," "Marx," along with certain terms commonly used in sociology are rarely mentioned without the appropriate amount of jargon in sentiment and apologies from suspicion of BAD IDEAS.

For all, there are 5,000,000 unemployed at the moment, and one can wonder because of the small matter of opinion. Also, the important motive of telling the truth about one's thoughts in a democratic atmosphere at the wrong moment.

—A Student from California

SOUTHERN TEXTILE WORKERS STRIKING TO KEEP SCABS OUT

The workers of the Harriet-Henderson Cotton Mills of Henderson, North Carolina went on strike on 23 weeks ago. The textile workers in this small town of 16,000 people lying on the bridge between the West Virginia, and the Carolinas, went on strike to prevent trucks from going through the town. The textile workers in this small town of 16,000 people on strike for 23 weeks ago. The textile workers in this small town of 16,000 people on strike for 23 weeks ago.

At that point, I, and others were very much gust ed with the whole thing. They told us that they had bought you to speak to us. We did not see the point. We are all willing to say, "No!" We want to say, "Yes!" We feel that we are entitled to the rights and freedom that youth, both Negro and white, can work together to end segregation.
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A DOCTOR SPEAKS

By M.D.

BEHAVIOR AND DISEASE

The most common reaction that I find, in patients whom I seek to get the back-ground of the physical symptoms, is dissatisfaction with their work. It doesn't take a physician to recognize the chronic strain that is sapping away at an individual's vitality. In fact, the overwhelming majority of medical men are looking in the wrong direction for ways of explaining and preventing coronary thrombosis—a heart sickness which is killing and incapacitating so many men at the very apex of their growth. I have been much interested in a study recently made in San Francisco.

2 DIFFERENT TYPES

Two groups of men, most of whom between the ages of 30 and 50 were selected from engineering, paper manufacturing and aluminum, steel, and other corporations, newspaper organizations, advertising agencies, television stations and other businesses. Selection was made on the basis of the individual of a particular behavior pattern. The pattern of the first group had the following characteristics: a) intense drive to achieve goals; b) profound inclination and even eagerness to compete; c) persistent drive to achieve recognition and advancement; d) continuous involvement in multiple activities and effort to keep activity constantly subject to deadlines; e) habitual tendency to do things in a hurry; f) extraordinary mental and physical alertness. A second group of men were selected on the basis of a behavior pattern essentially the opposite of the first group. In these there was a relative absence of drive, of ambition, sense of urgency, desire to compete or involvement of deadlines. Each of the men was investigated concerning the incidence of coronary disease in parents, past illnesses, the presence of coronary symptoms, smoking, dietary habits, physical activity, and job stress. All these data, together with other laboratory tests, were used to establish the degree of risk of coronary disease. These studies included medical history of coronary disease in first degree kin, present pains, EKG (electrocardiographs) blood clotting and blood pressure tests.

MODERN LIVING

As a result of the studies, a reluctance to give up the work, because the inclination of coronary heart disease was found in the two groups of men. Active coronary disease was found in the group more frequent in Group I than in Group II. It was further found that there was an age correlation for this marked difference in the two groups did not appear to be connected with alcohol consumption, tobacco smoking, dietary habits, sleep, or in coronary disease of parents.

It is common to hear vague generalities about the fast pace of modern living. These studies speak of concrete evidence of the association of one of the most common of all occupational diseases with a person's reaction to his daily work. The environment of many men work in today is a breeding ground for ambitions, competitions, goals, which the individual is not able to fulfill for those who cannot live as whole persons. These unsatisfactory drives produce the physical and chemical changes, in the body, which are the index factors, the leading to coronary heart disease. This is why the question—what kind of labor shall men do?—remains for us one of paramount importance.

SUBSCRIBE TO NEWS AND LETTERS

The US. Heretofore and now the Soviet Union has become a great and powerful force in the world. (Continued from Page 5)

HRUSCHEV TALKS ON A AND ON

(Continued from Page 5)

Reduction of the workweek to 40 hours by 1962, "hourly output will rise even more. Higher labor productivity will account for three-fourths of the increase of industrial output in 1963."

Planning specifies it precisely and planning is not based on wishing but on laws and state power and forced labor camps.

I've been unemployed 6 months and worked at 4 small kinds. I feed. I saw the bulletin to find a job with the Red Cross and we gave them 12 sheets of paper to fill out. After that I have trouble with some of the forms and I'm not quite sure what to do, but I did my best. Two days later they sent me a letter saying I didn't have enough experience for the job!

East Sider Detroit
NASSER AND THE COMMUNISTS

(Continued from Page 1)

TIBET

The major outbreak of the Tibetan people against the Chinese has been a pawn in the struggle between Russia and America for world power. Two words explain why each wants control of the Tibet: oil and strategic power.

The area produces over 17 percent of the world's total output of molybdenum. It is exported. Oil is produced more cheaply there than anywhere else in the world. The oil companies are owned chiefly by American and British interests.

The strategic importance of the area is obvious with one glance at the map. Russia itself borders on Iran and Turkey. The "West" considers the Middle East essentially to the "defense" of Europe. The Suez Canal in Egypt is a little bit "West" and the "West" and "East." So long as Russia supplied Egypt the conflict was a fight between the "West," and Britain and France fought Egypt, the "West," and Britain and France fought Egypt. In fact, the reason says Nasser, succeeded in using the rivalry between "East" and "West" to his own national advantage.

With the July revolution in Iraq, however, a new trend is apparent. A new feature is native Middle East Communism.

MIDDLE EAST COMMUNISM

Middle East Communism is as altogether novel and hybrid of a breed as is native Middle East nationalism. For example, the Baath Socialist Party is practically synonymous with Nasserist nationalism, and is no little tinge of Arab socialism. It is the place of favoring fraternal relations between Arab and Jewish masses, the Baath Socialist Party is responsible for the sort of sponsored glorified sort of glorified for "Zionism." The strange appearance in that the party, however, is on the basis of the part of a precondition for any Arab, is a Middle East federation embracing all states from the Atlantic to the Persian Gulf.

Such a type of federation Communists also favor—

with this difference. With the Baghdad Pact now scuttled well, the Communists feel they can play other games as well. The bill of goods they sold Kaissim, who is the poorest country in the Middle East, and has insufficient farms, has some new sources of irritation by the Aswan Dam project. He has also attempted to get the oil concessions from the Middle East countries like Iraq to help in the economic recovery of his country. There is no doubt that Nasser's unfurled banner of "socialism" is a pole of attraction to the masses of the Middle East. Kaissim as a Communist, and many, if not all, the other banner, also called Arab nationalism. Meanwhile the lot of the average worker and peasant remains unchanged.

The Human Solution

The only solution to the problems of disease, poverty, and oppression in the Middle East will come from those who are hit hardest by them. The common man in the Middle East will rise up and bring down the system in all social and economic relations. This total change will bring about a world change. Right now there is no material basis for a truly communist country for all in the Middle East.

And for those of us who are not part of the "party," what is the struggle of the Middle East, Kaissim as a Communist party employs all other banner, also called Arab nationalism. Meanwhile the lot of the average worker and peasant remains unchanged.

PARIS

Raided by the DeGaulle police in 1959. In many respects to those of Hitler, took place recently. Over 500 men, armed with machine guns, tear gas and clubs moved through the streets of Paris. In addition, the area of a second raid of its kind within a week.

BUREAUCRATS' POLITICS

The American labor bureau is no longer just a figurehead. Instead of being just a figurehead, it now has the power to do anything. In other words, it now has the power to do anything.

Chris H. Magnusson was supposed to be labor's "voice" on the Board of Education in Michigan. He has just resigned to take a new position as the executive director of the Michigan Carpenters. Chris H. Magnusson is not the only one excepting to the rule, as he is not the only one excepting to the rule.

PITTSBURGH

A mile long traffic jam developed on the Cor. Washington Blvd. Pa. recently after a classified advertisement appeared in the paper asking for laborers. "All I wanted was 12 or 15 men," said Mr. Silmurdie, the manager of a cut stone firm, complained.